Grocery Loss
Prevention Solutions

When it comes to margin and profitability, there
is not a more highly competitive industry than the
grocery or food retail industry. Every dollar spent,
even within your loss prevention initiatives, must
show a return that maintains strong margins and
increases overall profitability.
Grocers and food distributors must also maintain strict compliance as it pertains to food safety, alcohol and tobacco
purchases and for those with in-store pharmacies, certain regulations for the distribution of controlled substances.
Most loss prevention departments have functional, if not direct, responsibilities in all of these business operations.
However, sometimes resources, time commitments and budget dollars make it difficult to properly maintain a
proactive, consistent program to support all of these business necessities.
LP Innovations provides grocers and food retailers with industry-specific solutions to help support these initiatives.
Developed to coincide with your operations, corporate culture and existing loss prevention function, we assist in:
Reducing Food Cost and Loss
Preventing and Resolving Theft Issues
Controlling Inventory and Waste
Ensuring Regulatory Compliance
Expanding Your Loss Prevention Reach
Complying with Food and Workplace
Safety Regulations
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solutions focused on supporting industry needs
Field Loss Prevention Support
Our nationwide team provides theft investigations,
audit and store visit programs, exception-based
reporting analysis and more. Working together, our
proprietary team of loss prevention professionals can
help support your field team initiatives across the U.S.
and Canada.

Age Verification and Regulatory Visits
Our mystery shopping program and audit services
can assist you in controlling the purchase of tobacco,
alcohol and certain HBC products. Focusing on
regulatory or age compliance, our visits will also provide
insight into customer service, product knowledge and
more, providing a complete review of how operations
interacts with sales transactions.

Perishable and Non-Perishable Inventory
Accuracy Observations
Inventory accuracy is paramount in controlling
food costs and food safety. Our programs provide
a structured review of inventory procedures and
completion, ensuring key steps in the accuracy of your
inventory as it occurs. We provide programs to support
both in-house and 3rd party inventory completion.

how are today’s grocers
using lp innovations?
A national grocer utilizes our Pharmacy Compliance
Audits to provide a 3rd party review of their
pharmacy operations and compliance, verifying
internal self-audits.

Distribution Center Audits
Utilizing 3rd party distribution centers can assist
grocers and food distributors in increasing their supply
chain capabilities. Our DC Audit program is designed
to ensure proper LP, security and safety practices are in
place to protect your company assets and interest.

Pharmacy Audits & Compliance Services
Failure to follow controlled substance and regulatory
compliance procedures can result in substantial fines
and penalties. Our team is experienced in providing
a variety of pharmacy related services including
operational and inventory audits along with analysis,
investigation and development of programs to detect
and prevent diversion of illicit substances.

A regional grocer uses our Perishable Inventory
Accuracy Observations to validate their inhouse team inventories and to improve inventory
procedures and accuracy.
A nationwide grocery chain uses LP Innovations to
support all of their Loss Prevention Field Services
across the United States.
A regional grocer utilizes LP Innovations to conduct
Exception-Based Reporting analysis, detecting
operational and loss prevention related issues.
Other services provided to grocers include;
Training & Awareness Programs, Full LP Program
Development & Execution, Consulting &
Assessments and more.
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